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Gatherings
Milestone class reunions

Class of 52 – 60 years
LIBBY THOBURN SHEATHER and Harry, 
PAUL MITCHELL and Donna, DAVID 
SCOTT and Corinne, JOSIE THOBURN 
HERNDON and Dale, LALI SINGH, JANIE 
DOWNS WALLBROWN, JIM TAYLOR, 
AUDREY BRYANT TREADWELL, JEAN 
DOWNIE, and TZ CHU attended a much-
�������� 	
��� ���������� ����� �������� ��
�������������������������������������������
WOSA-NA event. It was especially good to 
see Paul, Donna and Audrey, whom we last 
��������������������������!���������������
Southern California.  

The reunion began Wednesday evening, July 
�"�� �� ������ ������� #������ �� ������� ���-
taurant near the campus where the class and 
WOSA-NA reunion took place. The highlight 
of the evening was the arrival of Jeanne-Ming 
Brantingham Hayes, Bab’s oldest child. BABS 
CATTELL BRANTINGHAM was a member 
��� ����$������� �%� ����!�� ��������������
both. Jeanne brought with her a copy of Bab’s 
posthumously published book, A View from the 
Indian Road, which Babs had devoted many 
years in writing and which Jeanne had spent 
more years editing after Babs passed away. A 
copy of the book has been donated by the class 
to the collection of the WS Library.

We spent most of the Thursday visiting the 
Seattle Aquarium. Many were fascinated by 
the extensive marine mammal exhibitions 
comprised of harbor seals, sea otters, northern 
fur seals and river otters. The weather and 
fellowship were perfect. Following dinner at 

the Thai Fusion restaurant, we returned to the 
dorm for an evening get-together. Libby led 
us through the class song, originally written 
by PHYLLIS HALL KING’s mother on the 
occasion of our graduation, and cleverly ed-
ited by Libby to include classmates who left 
WS before graduation. To our delight, Donna 
Mitchell accompanied our singing on the grand 
piano in the lounge where we gathered. We 
spent time talking and catching up with each 
other’s lives. 

We took a class picture. Janie had brought 
along the hand-painted copy, created while we 
&����������'����
����������������������������
�����(�� ����������)���������������*+/��
mother, which had been lost and never found. 

On Friday we visited the Dale Chihuly Garden 
and Glass Studio, an exhibition that explores 
�������0������������(���������������1����&����
artist. It was incredible! Chihuly has taken his 
work beyond the traditional indoor gallery 
presentations creating elaborate installations 
that flow on floors, walls, ceiling and the 
outdoors. The artwork in the exhibition hall 
demonstrates how he has pushed the boundar-
ies of glass as an art medium in concept, ex-
ecution and presentation. As Friday afternoon 
approached, the class reunion morphed into the 
WOSA-NA gathering.  It was agreed a great 
time had been experienced by all! 

Jane Downs Wallbrown

Class of 52 in Seattle.  L-R: Libby Thoburn Sheather, Josie Thoburn Herndon, David Scott, 
Paul Mitchell, Janie Downs Wallbrown, Jean Downie, TZ Chu, Jim Taylor, Lalli Singh, Audrey 
Bryant Treadwell

Milestone reunions

Do you remember your graduation? 

What better way to celebrate your  anniversary than by revisiting 
Woodstock. 

Take your seat again in Parker Hall. Walk the path from Hostel and 
Midlands – and bemoan the passing of years as you remember how you 
used to run up the hill! Walk the chakkar and see the snow peaks again.

The Alumni Office can help you make your milestone reunion special by 
booking hotels, arranging transport from Delhi and organising activities 
within the school. 

Contact Monica Roberts, Alumni Secretary, for more information at 
alumni@woodstock.ac.in. 
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Class of 62 – 50 years
*��� $���� ��� 	%� ���� �� ������� �������
����� ����� 3���� ���� ���� �
��� �������4� 5��
� ��������� ����� ��� 6
�� �6� &���� ����
��� �����7� $51189� :�$;<9=� >91*��
VICKI SCOVEL HARRIS, DOUGLAS 
WILKENS, DAN JANTZEN, CAROL 
ALDRICH SANDLIN, DAVID SALMON, 
GARY EMBLEN, MARILYN GOOD 
SINGH, DAVID SCHOONMAKER, DA-
VID EAKIN, NORMA POONG ST. JOHN, 
JOAN BROWNE BROOKS, and SUE 

WARNER BIRKINSHAW. The highlight 
of our time together was an afternoon/eve-
ning at the home of David Schoonmaker’s 
brother-in-law, John Levich. Overlooking 
the Puget Sound, gathered together in a ‘Se-
cret Garden’ setting, we had a salmon bake, 
a visit from WS officials, watched a video 
made by WS students thanking our class 
for the gift of the new sound system, and 
as the sun went down, we held an intimate 
in-memory service for those classmates 
who have died.

The next morning, in a Mussoorie kind of driz-
zly gray, we met and shared what our parents, 
and we, had done in the plains. Surprisingly, 
after those many years together as children, we 
knew very little about how and why each of us 
came to be in India. The stories of our parents 
were both touching and amazing. After our 
class reunion, many stayed on for the WOSA-
NA gathering. Success, all the way around, and 
a time together we will indeed cherish.

Carol Aldrich Sandlin 

Class of 62 in Seattle, with spouses. L-R:  Buddy Sandlin, Joan Browne Brooks, Gary Emblen, Carol Aldrich Sandlin, Vicki Scovel Harris, David 
Salmon, Constance Buckley Dent, Sue Warner Birkinshaw, Norma Poong St.John, Marilyn Good Singh, Betty Jantzen, Daniel Jantzen, Douglas 
Wilkens, David Eakin, Tess Eakin, David Schoonmaker, Eva Schoonmaker

Class of 67– 45 years
8��5����@)%%�����������������������������
����Q��(�$�����������!�����������������X���
by MAX MARBLE. Along with MAX and 
wife Sally, were NONIE LINDELL STATES; 
LUCY WILSON DORENFELD; GORDIE 
VAN ROOY and daughter Beth; Peter and 
BARBIE NORRISH REYNOLDS; RUTH 
ROBINSON TURVILLE with sister ANNE 
]5:81�51�/	!�����������;�����������]�-
becca, and granddaughter Genevieve; KEN 
and Mary WALDOCK; LAURANNE BAR-
NARD CEBULAK; and MARGO WARNER 
CURL. DALE HOWARD made it for the last 
two days after some of the group had already 
left.  One day we went by taxi or foot down 
to the Aglar, then by taxi up along the next 
range, and back via the Yamuna to the far west 
end of Mussoorie, with stops at a small school 
and a village. 

We also visited Happy Valley, walked through 
the bazaar, and enjoyed great views of the 
snows and pine martens on several trips to the 

Class of 67 at Woodstock. L-R: Margo Warner Curl, Barbie Norrish Reynolds, Naomi Lindell 
States, Gordie Van Rooy, Ruth Robinson Turville, Max Marble, Lucy Wilson Dorenfeld, Ken Wal-
dock, Lauranne Barnard Cebulak. Missing: Dale Howard

top of the hill. We very much missed all of you 
who were not able to join us! 

Margo
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Class of 72 – 40 years
*��� $���� ��� @%� ���������� ���� ^���^���-
nial reunion tradition, this time assembling 
%@� ��������� ��� �_� �0�����`�������� ���
Ashland, Oregon, coming from as far away 
as Germany and the UK. Although it was 
��0�����������������0���������0��������6����
�����������{�����������/
@������]�����|�����
offers mountain views, glorious temperatures, 
and endless opportunities to enhance our 
friendships with new adventures. We found 
economical accommodations at Southern 
Oregon Univ, near the heart of the city whose 
primary industry is the Oregon Shakespeare 
Festival. Any dorming experience is hum-
bling yet comforting, even with wireless 
internet.  Regardless, the fun awaited us 
outside those rooms as we toured Crater Lake 
by foot and boat, shared khana at a marvelous 
Indian restaurant, took numerous and hi-
larious class pictures in and near Lithia Park, 
discovered the wonders of Shakespeare’s 
0��������(�&������{������4�:�}�������
dorm, we discovered local coffee shops and 
sushi, PAT GREEN-SOTOS taught us yoga, 
and a party rounded out the festivities that 
featured RAY KAWATA’s stirring singalong 
rendition of ‘Tehri Road’ (to the tune of John 
>�����/���$�������]��/�7�������������*����
it was and what a time it was, It was a time 
��� ������������ ������������������4/� �����
Simon) Although our class word is Uhuru, the 
Swahili word for ‘freedom’, we share much 
more than that.  We work through joys and Class of 72 40th reunion in Ashland, Oregon, in July

0�������������������00��������������������
each other every time, and wherever we meet.

Kenyon

���������� �����������7��Q�<818��]�;��Q�
�#�]'�<���;����� 3�>=�:�$;19]�
BEYER, MARCIA FLICKNER BORGESON 
��9�����3�1819�$<�=*51���]8$;��<9�-
�1>9]������{�]=�1�|9�>�|8����*����
3589�{5]]8��>9'5<����>�����]5>19=�
>=$;���{�����5]991�<51#�9>>=��;91-

YON ERICKSON, JANE LOANE GORMAN 
��*������*�'Q8*$5{:�#]991)�5*5��
��������'5<��#]�9:9]���|������#8<�
Q�<�*9>��>�|8>�Q�<<����������{�];�
3�{9����$����������;�]<��;8];'55>�
35Q1�51���#�����<58��;18���3519����
>�<9������]�=�;�'�*����3����:9$;89�
RABE KOSE, MARY CONRAD LO, JB LOWE 
��{����:�]:�]���Q8<<95�{8<<9]���
Ken, BECKIE KOSE NOAH, MARY RUTH 
POWELL, ZAHRA COX RICHARDS, NOEL 
�99�9<>*���<�����>5�#�'=�Q�{

Class of 82 – 30 years 
Thirty years of non-stop scolding by MONICA 
]5:9]*������������������������������$����
���"%������������������)���������������'���-
����}������0�������%
�%���������������������
after graduating. The reunion was kicked off 
early with a lunch at Khan Market in Delhi, at-
tended by FARAH AHMED BARUA, NISHA 
WADHWANI, PIP, MARSHALL JOHNSON, 
CHINMAYI MEHTA, RIEKO AOKI OTA 
and AJAY RAY. This was followed by a 
(one-hour) metro ride to Gurgaon, and a wel-
come dinner generously hosted by VALMIK 
{�1>;�]�/"6��&�����8{51�#Q5�Q����
ZAFAR AL-TALIB joined the group. We also 
����#�]81>9]�]�1��/"6��&��������}����
India from the US, and ANSHUMAN MAGA-
+819�/"6��&�����������������>����4

The next day the group bid goodbye to AJAY 
and VALMIK (they had work commitments, 
apparently) and, joined by JOHN SHULMAN, 
took the Shatabdi up to Dehradun, spending 
much of the journey blocking the aisle and 
���������0����������0���6
�����4����������
of us it had been even longer since we’d seen 

each other, and there was a lot to say and to 
hear. After a brief butter chicken break in 
Dehradun, we took taxis up to Landour, where 
most of us were staying at Rokeby Guesthouse. 
MILUSCHKA KOK and MONA OBEIDY 
then joined the group.

*��������&�������&��&���������������������
by MONICA ROBERTS after assembly (some 
of us were a little late), and went on a tour of 
the dorms and the school – much of which 
seems to have been palatially rebuilt or added 
since we graduated. WS remains recognizably 
WS, but lovers’ lane, fwiw, is now harder to 
get to from Midlands. 

After (an excellent) lunch (of chicken tikka 
masala!!!!!!) at the Quadrangle, JOHN, 
IMON, RIEKO, PIP, NISHA, MARSHALL 
and CHINMAYI each led workshops with 
interested students – many of whom turned 
���� ������ �� ����������� ���'��<���� ����_"%�
��&��&�������'��<�������%
�%4��5���0��}���
money shocked them into silence. Their rou-
tinely ordering pizzas for delivery to Midlands 
stunned us.) 

We had the opportunity to meet some of our 
old teachers, among them AJAY MARK, and 
JUDY and DANA CRIDER. Particularly spe-
cial was the opportunity to meet MILUSCH-
KA’s son MILO, who is a senior this year, as 
well as some other students whose parents had 
been at school at the same time as us. After a 
bit of a break we met for a Tibetan dinner at 
Doma’s – a hotel just below Char Dukan which 
is run by MOMO’s wife.

The following day we rendezvoused for 
lunch at The Rice Bowl – a restaurant in 
the bazaar. Lots of bazaar shopping, lots of 
reminiscing, and an intrepid group even rode 
the cable car up to gun hill. That evening the 
current Principal, Dr Jonathan Long. and his 
wife, Sue, graciously invited us to dinner at 
their home, and spent a couple of hours after 
dinner speaking with the group about future 
plans for the school. They also invited com-
ments and concerns from us about maintain-
ing the things that are special about WS. We 
were, predictably, FULL of advice – which 
they received with tremendous grace and 
good humour.
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The next day we were able to walk the top 
of the hill together as a group – past Sister’s 
Bazaar, Mount Hermon, Fairy Glen and on 
down to Jabarkheth for tea and bun omelettes 
to celebrate IMON’s birthday. We saw the 
Q����� $������ ���� 5������� 9�������� ���
found (after some effort) the Eyebrow. That 
evening we were joined by many of our old 
teachers and friends for an outdoor dinner at 
Rokeby. JOHN had to leave before dinner, 
with IMON also planning on leaving early 
the following morning. Most of the remaining 
����0����}����������0����>����������������
day, but were starting to peel off, with people 
planning on going back down to Delhi on 
Thursday evening and Friday morning as well.

So – thank you MONICA ROBERTS, FARAH 
and CHINMAYI for working so hard and 
organizing so many things for us. Thank you 
to all our classmates who became a part of 
the reunion conversation, whether they could 
make it to WS this time or not. A big thank 
you to WS, for everything you gave us, and 
for still being here when we came back. And 
�����������������7����}�

Zafar

Class of 82 on Jacob’s Ladder. Clockwise, 
starting lower left: Chinmayi Mehta, Milusch-
ka Kok, Farah Barua, Nisha Wadhwani, Imon 
Ghosh, Zafar Al-Talib, Marshall Johnson, Reiko 
Ota, Philip Raine

Class of 87– 25 years
*���$�������"@�������&����������������������
%�����������4

The  reunion in Mussoorie was so much fun! 
It was great to see friends and faces – most of 
&������������������������%��������'�����}�
�����<�|����:��������:�:������������������
and spent four days doing things like visit-
ing the dorms, touring the campus, enjoying 
school food, eating at Cozy Corner, visiting the 
Buzz and catching up with familiar staff mem-
bers. Our reunion ended with the WOSA Tea 
�����������������$��������%�����&������4�
Here is a great picture of all of us in the Quad 
&�������� �����(��� ����������{���$]91��
AURORA, TIMMY NARANG, KAMAL 
BALSARA-BACHA, RAYAAN SHUMS, 
MANOJ AGGARWAL, HARSH GANDHI, 
AKSHAY SABHARWAL, ANDI EICHER, 
MOLLY SEIDERS, AVALON PINTO, MAR-
CUS SHAW. Missing from the picture are 
DAVID AURORA and SUNDEEP GUPTA.

In July, alongside the annual WOSA-NA gath-
ering in Seattle, it was great to catch up with 
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classmates, and a former class advisor as well! 
DORI BAUNSGARD, music teacher, along 
&�������������{�}�<�������������������-
ible home-cooked meal. We took this picture 
at the WOSA-NA Reunion on the campus of 
�����������������7��3�=�+�$Q�]8�Q��
DORI BAUNSGARD, KIRSTEN MATTSON 
CARTER, LORRIE DOMAN SHEYDAYI, 
CHRIS MORRIS, BIRDIE MATERN, MAR-
CUS SHAW. Missing from the picture is RA-
BIA HALIM MUWWAKKIL. We also took 
time to get away from the reunion and found a 
pub north of town where we spent some time 
catching up with each other.

We missed all of you!

Marcus

Class of 92– 20 years
This year our class reached another milestone, 
����%
�����������������������'�&����&����
����������/������������������������������/�������
like it at the reunion! We picked up where we 
����������� ������%
����������������������
��������00������'����������������}��������

�")���)�������}�������������:Q]���{�=��
>�������������8�������������������>��������
Dehradun. Everybody was on that train except 
;��8<�� 8�Q�1� �� ]�3�14� 5��� ��� �����
imagine how much fun that train ride was. We 
�����&�����0����{�������������������������
everyone settled into their hotels. That night 

������&������������������4��8]>=��{5���
�5;]����:Q�1>�]8��������������&����
they were regaling old infamous stories. MOA, 
��1#����{5<<=���������������&����������
strummed on the guitar. SANGA danced with 
�����������������������������&������
with ABHRA! Every story told by a teacher 
had BARRY somewhere in it! 

Next day we all went down for school as-
sembly where PRIYA S gave a talk. Those 
with kids sent them off for a day of studying 
at Woody! Then we had a tour of school 
and dorms. Some of the classmates held 
workshops for highschool, which were well 
attended and received by the students. We 
also had a remembrance plaque put up for 
SOUMYA, which was a very emotional time 
with hardly any dry eyes, especially during 
ZAHID’s speech. We did a class photo outside 
the school gate then had tea with the gradu-
����� ����� ��� ����4�*��� �������� ��������
off with a class dinner, more old stories and 
singing. The next day we left free, and din-
ner was held for Dr Long and staff followed 
by a dance. On the last day, some left early 
in the morning, lunch was at ABHRA’s with 
the remaining class and staff, after which, 
most of the class headed back home. A few 
decided to stick on and extend their holiday 
���{��������4�����%@���������&��������������
����������������������������}�������&������
more of the class to attend. We hope to have 
double the number of classmates there!!! Once 
again I would like to thank KAPIL, ABHRA 
and MAYA D for the excellent planning and 
execution of the reunion, MOA for designing 
the T-shirt, BHANDARI for manufacturing 
them, and everyone who attended for making 
the reunion a success!

Sonia

Front row L-R: Sofie Hasan, Anoshka Sukhnandan, Karan Gupta, Harshan Singh, Faisal Ali, Ki-
ran Crothers 2nd row: Mumtaz Chaka Hasan, Sonia Virik, Jessica & Helen Godon Tremenheere, 
Sushma Panikker, Vineeta Wadhwa, Devika Khosla, Malini Anand Nijagal, Priya Satow. 3rd row: 
Zahid Hasan, Rohit Singh, Sangeeta Karle-Gite, Rahul Bhandari Back row: Ashima Narain, Molly 
Little, Shilpa Sharda, Maya Datt, Rajan Sukhnandan, Barry Hawthorne, Sanga Colney, Arshdeep 
Sahni, Kapil Gupta, Dana Smith, Abhra Bhattacharjee, Moa Yaden
Missing: Ishan Mohan & Tami Wunderlee McIntyre
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Class of 02– 10 years

Class of ’02 in Chicago. Standing L-R: Sheena Agarwal, Monika Gunner, Jonathan Crider, Hai Dang Nguyen, Kilang Yanger, Satoko Kanahara, 
Maya Rao, Deena Thomas, Ashvin Prakash Seated L-R: Chris Smith, Sung Ae Reed

Class of 91– 20 years
*��� $���� ��� _�� ���������� %
� ����� ������
graduation. The reunion was held in India in 
%
��4�*�����&���&���������&��}����������-
����������������������>������������������0�
travelled to Mussoorie, which coincided with 
�����

)������������������'5������5������4�

The reunion included, RUCHI NARA-
IN, PRARTHANA SHAHI, SMITA JHA, 
APOORVA SHRIVASTAVA, BRIJ MAHA-
JAN, SHAMIR SHAHI, RAHAT RAZA, 
PALDEN TSHERING, SHAMIR SHARMA, 
8�Q{�9<�$Q�'<������{8���$<��>8��
GAUTAM MEYER, ANUJA RAJKARNI-
KAR, LALI SINGH KAPOOR, ANJALI LAL 
*8;;����$�]5<819�{:583�1�4

Palden

[Editor’s note: This reunion report arrived too 
late for inclusion in last year’s Quadrangle.]

Front row L-R: Samir Sharma, Apoorva Srivastava, Smita Jha, Palden Tshering, Lali Singh 
Kapoor, Ruchi Narain... Back row:  Caroline Mboijana, Prathana Shahi, Sami Meyer, Anuja Ra-
jkarnikar Nepali, Brij Mahajan, Rahat Raza, Ishmael Chawla, Claudia Gautam Meyer
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WOSA-NA reunion 2012

*��� %
�%�'5��)1�� �������� ���������
#������{�������&���������3����%
)%%������-
������'���������������������������������-
����������0��4��13�<8�'�#19]�/
�����
LINDSAY FISKE HOFMAN co-chaired the 
local committee that researched, organized, 
expedited, and led the weekend.

�00����������%

������������������������
friends of Woodstock School gathered to remi-
nisce and share new experiences. The reunion 
theme was Stewards of Our World. This was 
followed through several presentations which 
included Weaving Life: The Dan Terry Story 
(a movie presented by classmate JONATHAN 
<�]�51�/	����|������%
%
��>��9<9�15]�
NICHOLSON, President of the Woodstock 
:���������:Q]��:Q�**�$Q�]399�/_%��
Director of Development).  DAVE RUGH ’66 
spoke about his research experience, ‘From 
'�������}� ���'����7� ���&�����0� ��� ����
Far Corners of the World’. Additional pre-
��������������������]������������&�����07�
Expanding Our Awareness of What is Pos-
�����/��>5]5*Q=�]8>><9�/	
���������#9�
��������1�*Q�1��$5**�/"!�������9�-
0�����������Q����7�*�������1�&/�>�1�
3�1*+91�/	%4��*���������Palayn: A Story 
��������	, which was produced by Woodstock 
students, directed by JEANNE YU (S) and 
����������$Q]8���*�]]��/"�������&�����&�4�
*�������0������������&�������*Q��1#5�7�
Global Health and the Experience of One 
TCK’ (Susheela Engelbrecht, KIS alumna), 
�*����������*������1#5�7������������������
��������/��]5:81�:�]]�/_���������
enlightening spiritual service led by 
3�$;�51�>�=�/�_4��:��������������
music was provided for this Sunday 
service by WOSA volunteers led by 
VANCE GEORGE (S) and ROBERT 
:51Q�{�/�_4�{�����&������������
to help improve living conditions for 
WS employees. 

Everyone was treated to a salmon barbe-
��������������������������1����&�����
and a delicious Indian khana (thanks 
to DARLENE SEAMAN SILLIMAN 
/"
�4���������������������������������
���������������#<911�$51]�>�/	"�
has given to Woodstock, KWI and FWS 
closed out the evening. 

The reunion wrapped up with a breezy, 
beautiful boat ride, touring Seattle lakes 
at sundown. 

Dave

To honour Glenn Conrad’s years of volunteer service, commitment, time, energy 
and resources, the Board of Directors of WOSA-North America has established 
the Glenn Conrad Volunteer Service Award. Glenn was the first recipient, 
presented during the Indian khana at the 2012 FWS/WOSA-NA Annual General 
Meeting.
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Other gatherings 2012

Knoxville

g g

Cincinatti

Nashville

Delhi

Delhi



Dr Long with Dressel ’35 & Gladys Nisser in Delhi

Madison

Charlottesville

Arizona

Germany

Dubai
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LEFT Front row: Toni-
kali Yepthomi Wehi ’00, 
Maxim Wehi & child, Te-
hillah Wehi Second row: 
June Christy Sharrock 
’64, Diane Windsor Rus-
sell ’72, David Mather, 
Jim Russell Back row:  
Glenys Robinson Mather 
’67, Gwen  Windsor (P), 
Kathleen Nicholls (P), 
Bruce Nicholls (P)

Auckland

Worldwide Woodstock Day

RIGHT L-R: Lorrie Doman-
Sheydayi ’87, Birdie Matern ’87, 
Jena Sheydayi, Oreen Eddy ’72, 
Margaret Ward ’51, Jim Douhit, 
Edi Francesconi (P), Sheena Jelaji 
’14, Alan and Joy Strickler (S).

Arizona

Bangalore

LEFT L-R: Arsh Bansal ’11, 
Jonathan Wu ’12, Christine 
Lungalang ’12, Neetha Phillips 
’08, Michael Wu ’08, Shruti 
Arthur ’07, Nitisha Mohapatra 
’11, Jerry Arthur ’11

LEFT Those present at the 
gathering included: Ravi 
Nischal ’87, Meilin Rohrer 
’96, Mendharawa Dorji ’96, 
Garab Dorji Namgyal ’00, 
Soenam Dorjee ’98, Leki Dorji 
Norbu’98, Thinley Choden ’98, 
Chukie Om Dorji ’98, Tashi Ch-
oden ’98, Eutha Karchung ’00, 
Kesang P. Dorji ’99, Khandu 
Om Dorji ’97, Chitso Pradhan 
’96

Bhutan



 - Quadrangle

Bangkok

RIGHT Back row L-R:  Laurence Burkhalter ’37, Ruth 
Unrau (S), Paula Unrau ’73, Rodney Dyck ’72 Front 
row L-R: Sunita Hooley (preschool ’89-’90), Betty 
Shelly ’49, Mary Ina Hooley ’73, Don Hooley (S)

Bluffton

ABOVE L-R: Arjun Sikand ’00, Hataikan Kamol-
sirisakul ’99, Maynica Sachdev ’11, Anne Stanley 
Drisselburg ’82, David Weber (S), Alison Weber 
(S), Pisitsak Chatchotikawong’05, Sam Choi ’01, & 
friends

Boulder

California

LEFT Back row L-R: Max Henrion, 
Deirdre Straughan ’81, Daniel Smith 
’00, Faisal Khan ’86, Jeanne Yu (S), 
Caitlyn Eby-McKenzie ’11, Li Chu ’59, 
Aria Kabiri ’78, Brinda Dalal ’84, Pauline 
Chand Front row: Nirmal Chand ’51, TZ 
Chu ’52, Irmgard Chu, Hugh Mumby ’43, 
Jeanne Mumby, Maureen Fromme (S)

RIGHT Beth Ann Burkhalter Taylor ’67 & 
Patricia Whitcomb Green-Sotos ’72



Quadrangle - 

Charlottesville

ABOVE L-R: Deej Baker, Lois Kniss Jones ’72, 
Betsy Rose Carr ’58, Wes Carr, Beth Norford 
’80, Elisheba Cornelius Hackney ’85 with Monte & 
children, Gindy Miley (S), Bill Kinzie ’55, Phil McEl-
downey ’59, Lib Kinzie, Dale Brown ’65.

RIGHT Front row L-R: Cate Whitcomb ’66, Eleanor 
Nicholson, Paul Hanifl, Suzanne Turner Hanifl ’63,  
Kerry Hanifl, Gregg Rappe, (in front of them Kerry 
and Gregg’s children, Felix, Zibby & Oscar Hanifl) 
Back row:  Bert Benade ’43, Bruce Davis ’73, Sue 
Davis, Jack Hinz (S).

Chicago

Goshen

RIGHT L-R:  Gordon 
Hostetler ’51, Dan Koop 
Liechty ’83, Weldon Friesen 
’59, Phyllis Hostetler, John 
Nyce (S), Luetta Friesen, 
Elsie Koop Liechty, Marge 
Liechty (S), Russell Liechty 
(S), Leon Bauman (S), 
Aradhana Roberts ’10, 
Prashansa Dickson ’12, 
Dechen Tuladar ’12, Joanne 
Yoder Holtzinger ’55, Emma 
Koop Liechty, Cormac Koop 
Liechty, Ashika Thanju ’11, 
Dorothy Yoder Nyce (S), 
Tom Holtzinger, Anah Iqbal 
’12, Marti Conrad, Paul 
Conrad ’74, Gitan Dhakal, 
Jill Koop Liechty (S)

The Hague

RIGHT L-R:  Clare Gertsch ’79, 
Liana Gertsch ’80, Afshaan Shafi ’78, 
Anya Polstra ’80, Susan Strickler 
Polstra ’77



 - Quadrangle

ABOVE Bardan Jung Rana (79) with 
son Krishant Rana (08)

Kathmandu

RIGHT L-R: Samyak Udas ’96, Ri-
shikesh Mainali ’00, Daniel Mendies 
’02, Rohit Singh ’92, Haider Tangoo 
’04, Sreyasa Mainali ’02, Helen Rus-
sell ’05, Haroon Tangoo ’05, Jona-
than Mendies ’95 (seated)

Jakarta

LEFT L-R: David ’80, Lydia Taylor, Moses 
Taylor, Gordon  Taylor ’40, Beth Taylor (S), 
Marilyn Pilley, Gail Pilley Harris ’59, Rose 
Borpujari (PS), Jim Rugh ’60, Carol Rugh 
Green ’60. Missing: Judie Schiller Landry 
’51 & husband Bob

Knoxville

RIGHT L-R:  Han Na Jeon ’01, Na Na Jeon ’04 , Eun Hye 
Song ’04, Mi Rae Lee ’04 , Ye Na Lee ’11 , Hye Jin Chung ’05, 
Jee Hye Lee ’05 Seated L-R: Seong Jin Lee ’99, Jun Young 
Chung ’05.

Korea

Los Angeles

LEFT Those present at the gathering 
included: Bruce Ferguson ’71, Michael 
Singh ’71, Greta Mason Nelson  ’71, Vinta 
(Shumway) Oviatt ’70 & spouse, Gopal 
Gupta Kejriwal ’74, Kim Shafi ’74, Susan 
Shafi, Sayed Shafi (P), Kim Dodgson La-
binger ’74 & spouse, Deb Baur ’74, Shunil 
Bhorpujari ’74, Jan Aijian ’74 & daughter, 
Greg Zide ’83, Bill Zide ’83, father & son 
from Wynberg Allen, Xina Kingshill ’73 & 
spouse, Sally Ellis ’59



Quadrangle - 

RIGHT L-R: Eva Sukumar (S), Kathy 
McCarthy (S), Romesh Modayil 
(S), Suneith Sukumar (S) & children 
Shwetha & Santosh Sukumar

LEFT Front row L-R: Rosemary Bauer (SP), Helen 
Banker Syswerda ’49, Jennifer Bauer ’89, Joie 
DeWolf ’72, Jan Hazlett (spouse), Pattie Hazlett 
(spouse) Back row: Bill Bauer (SP), Mary Pol-
lock ’63, Ivan Syswerda (spouse), David DeWolf 
(spouse), Tom Hazlett ’45, Chuck Haslett ’47

Michigan

Melbourne

Queensland

RIGHT Jo Lane (S) & friends

Mussoorie



 - Quadrangle

LEFT L-R: David Scott ’52, Vivian Nichol 
Norden ’45, Peggy Conrad, Maya Tandon 
Malhotra ’58, Promod Malhotra, Glenn 
Conrad ’68, Marjorie Bery, Raj Bery ’45, 
Charlene Chitambar ’51 

Rockville and Washington DC

Spokane

RIGHT L-R: Tracy Lind, Dirk Lind ’87, Keith John-
son ’58,  Lyle Powell ’74, Jo Powell, Janet John-
son,  Doug Wysham ’72,  Linda Vande Lune ’76

BELOW L-R: Pemba Lama ’87, Dominic Kleiner 
’13 (SAGE ’11-’12), Ayesha Berger Singh ’57(in 
front), Vreni & Rolf Kleiner (S), Pamela Morada 
Tenti ’58, her husband Tino Tenti, Benjamin 
Kleiner ’08

Switzerland

Toronto




